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News

Volvo Cars makes charging and paying easier than ever for pure electric Volvo drivers


[image: ]
For over a century, motorists around the globe have been used to simply driving into a gas station, checking the going rate for their fuel of choice, filling up their tank and continuing their journey. As it moves towards becoming a fully electric car maker by 2030, Volvo Cars believes
 Continue Reading »




 



Breathe cleaner air inside Volvo cars with cutting-edge air purification technology


[image: ]
Allergies, asthma and air pollution affect hundreds of millions of people around the world in a negative way, according to data from the World Health Organisation and the World Allergy Organisation. That is why Volvo Cars is taking steps to offer its customers ever-improving air quality inside its latest cars
 Continue Reading »




 



Volvo Cars introduces refreshed models and a new single-motor C40 Recharge variant


[image: ]
Volvo Cars is introducing a range of updates to its entire car line-up, the most prominent of which is an exterior refresh of its fully electric XC40 Recharge. The company also unveils a single electric motor variant of the pure electric C40 Recharge. The new C40 and XC40 variants, along
 Continue Reading »




 



Volvo Cars tests new wireless charging technology


[image: ]
Volvo Cars is integrating and testing a new wireless charging technology in a live city environment together with selected partners, evaluating its potential for future electric cars. Over a three-year period, a small fleet of fully electric Volvo XC40 Recharge cars will be used as taxis by Cabonline, the largest
 Continue Reading »




 



YouTube is coming to your Volvo


[image: ]
YouTube video playback will come to all Volvo cars with Google built-in, reflecting a continuation of the partnership between Volvo Cars and Google. YouTube will be the first video platform to be featured and available for download in Volvo cars on Google Play. This is the beginning of enabling video
 Continue Reading »




 



Volvo Cars first to launch direct integration with Google Assistant-enabled devices


[image: ]
Volvo Cars will be the first car maker to directly integrate its cars with Google Assistant-enabled devices, a step in the continued partnership between Volvo Cars and Google. This planned direct integration allows for the most seamless connection between Google Assistant and cars to date, letting Volvo Cars customers control
 Continue Reading »




 



Meet the Team
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Volvo XC60 is 2017’s overall safest car in Euro NCAP testing


[image: ]
Volvo Cars’ all-new XC60 has been crowned the best performing large off-roader, and the car with the best overall performance of 2017 in the prestigious Euro NCAP 2017 Best in Class safety awards. The XC60 scored a near-perfect 98 per cent in the Adult Occupant category, and in its Large
 Continue Reading »




 



New Volvo XC40 en route to South Africa


[image: ]
The new Volvo XC40, the Swedish car maker’s answer to the popular premium compact SUV segment, is on its way to South Africa. Due for local launch in April 2018, the new SUV is set to create yet another stir for the Volvo brand in South Africa where the XC90,
 Continue Reading »




 



New Volvo S90 makes its debut


[image: ]
The new Volvo S90 is now available in South Africa. Making its local debut as the second brand-new Volvo since the company began its ‘New Dawn’ renaissance with the local launch of the all-new XC90 in 2015, the new Volvo S90 is a continuation of the new look, new feel
 Continue Reading »
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